Abstract. This paper describes several applications of locally finite and locally nilpotent derivations; we recover the main results from the theory of polynomial flows, give a new inversion formula for polynomial automorphisms, reformulate the Eulerian conjecture for ordinary systems of differential equations in terms of locally nilpotent derivations, and give an algorithm to compute the invariant ring of a ^,-action on affine /i-space (if this ring is finitely generated).
Introduction
In [13] we tried to sell the following slogan "Locally nilpotent and locally finite derivations are hidden in many problems. However once their presence is revealed, information on these derivations can give valuable information on the problem under consideration." To illustrate that statement we discussed several examples. Using properties of locally finite and locally nilpotent derivations we gave new very simple proofs of the fact that the Lorenz equations and the Maxwell-Bloch equations do not have a polynomial flow (results first obtained by Coomes in [7, 8] and Coomes and Zurkowski in [10] ). Also a very short proof of the Bass-Meisters classification theorem of two dimensional polynomial flows (cf. [4] ) was presented and finally we described an algorithm to decide if a two dimensional vector field is a poly-flow vector field.
In this paper we have collected several new applications of the use of locally finite and locally nilpotent derivations in the study of various problems. We have tried to make the paper self-contained by starting each section with a short introduction to the subject treated therein.
The contents are arranged as follows. In § 1 we recall some well-known facts concerning derivations and give a useful formula describing the solutions of a system of ordinary differential equations of the form y = P(y). In §2 we apply the results of section one to give simplified proofs of some results of Coomes and Zurkowski [9, 10] concerning polynomial flows. At the end ofthat section, inspired by the papers of Meisters [18] , Olech and Meisters [19] , and Adjamagbo [1] , we give a new inversion formula for polynomial automorphisms in terms of a locally nilpotent derivation. In §3 we present a new characterisation of locally nilpotent derivations on polynomial rings over C, in terms of the behaviour of solutions of a corresponding system of ordinary differential equations. Using this criterion we describe a connection between Eulerian systems, as introduced in [2] , and locally nilpotent derivations and give a reformulation of the Eulerian conjecture in terms of locally nilpotent derivations. Finally, in §4 we show how locally nilpotent derivations can be used to give an algorithm which describes the invariant ring of a ^-action on affine «-space, in case the invariant ring is a C-algebra of finite type. This result is not new; in fact in [14] the more general case of ^-actions on affine varieties is treated. However for the sake of clarity of presentation we have restricted our description here to the case of the affine «-space.
Throughout the text we have formulated some interesting questions, which solution could be helpful to get a better understanding of the problems considered in this paper. Since the constant term of exp tD(a) equals a, the map exp tD is injective.
Instead of exp tD we will write tp . In this paper we mainly consider two special kind of derivations; a derivation D on A is called locally finite if for each a in A the fc-vectorspace generated by the elements D'a, i £ N, is finite dimensional. The derivation D is called locally nilpotent if for every a £ A there exists an integer n > 1 such that D"(a) = 0. In terms of tp a derivation D is locally nilpotent if and only if tp(A)GA [t] .
In the remainder of this section we describe two applications of the ringhomomorphism tp . First we have Proposition 1.2 [24] . Let A be a k-algebra without zero-divisors and suppose that D is locally nilpotent.
(1) If f¿0 and Df = af, then a = 0. (ii) Put &i(t):=exptD(Xi).
} and it follows readily that &i(t) = exptD(DXi) = exptD(Pi).
Since exptD is a ringhomomorphism from k[X] to rc[X][[i]] we get expiD(P,) = exptD(Pi(Xx ,...,X")) = P;(exp tD(Xx), ... , exp tD(Xn)) = P,(^i(i), ... , &n{t)).
So &i(t) = Pi(&x(t), ... ,&"(t)). Finally substituting X = c we find that gi(t) = Pt(gx (t),..., g"(t)) for all i, as desired. D
To conclude this section we give a new formula which describes the inverse of a polynomial automorphism of C" .
Let F: Cn -► C" be a polynomial map satisfying F(0) = 0 and detJF £ C*. Define derivations ^ , ... , ¿fir on C[X] by the formula fd/dFx\ ,dx\
\d/dFn) \dnJ
One readily verifies that -^p(Fj) = ¿I; for all i, j and it is well-known (cf. [22] ) that the derivations ¿n?-, ■ ■ • > ¿rjr commute pairwise. The solution (flow) tp of (2.1) is said to be a polynomial flow, and the vector field V a polynomial flow vector field, abbreviated p-fvector field, if tp depends polynomially on the initial condition, i.e., tpt(x) := cp(t, x) is polynomial in x for each t where the solution is defined. Polynomial flows where discussed by Meisters in [16] and first studied in [4] by Bass and Meisters. They proved, amongst other things the following results: (i) If F is a p-f vector field (so it is C1), then it is polynomial; i.e., all its component functions V¡ are polynomial.
(ii) The solutions are complete, i.e., they are defined for all t £ R. (iii) There exist an integer d and real analytic functions aa : R -► R" such that (p(t,x) = Y,\a\<daa{t)xa.
Using these results, the completeness result (ii) was extended by Coomes in [7] and [9] ; he showed (iv) If F is a p-f vector field, then its flow extends to a holomorphic function on C"+1 satisfying the group property. We call it an entire flow.
This result in turn was improved in a paper of Coomes and Zurkowski [10] ; they showed (v) A polynomial flow of any non-linear «-dimensional system is the solution of a linear ODE, of some sufficient high order.
This result is based on the following beautiful theorem of Coomes and Zurkowski [10, Theorem 3.1]. 
^-ACTIONS
Although the results of this section are not new, we have decided to add this section since &a -actions form another subject where our slogan described in the introduction can be applied. We will discuss two types of questions: the first type deals with triangulability questions of ^-actions on affine «-space and the second with computability of the invariant rings of such actions. For more facts concerning algebraic group actions on affine space we refer the reader to the excellent survey paper of Kraft [15] and the paper [26] of Snow.
Throughout this section k denotes an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
Let tp: kxk" -► k" be a ^¡-action on A" i.e. a polynomial morphism satisfying tp(0, x) = x and <p(t + s, x) = tp(t, q>(s, x)) for all x £ k" and all s, t in is a nonvanishing polynomial in t and X¡(0) = 1. So X¡(t) = 1 for all i. So the fixed point set of y/~x<p¡y/ is the set of common zeros of the polynomials hi(t, Xi+X, ... , X"). Since the variable Xx does not appear in these polynomials, this fixed point set is of the form kxV for some affine algebraic set V. Also observe that the dimension of the fixed point set of tp* is < « -1 and it contains W := the zero-set of XZ + Y2. So W is a component of the fixed point set of tp*, hence W is isomorphic to a set of the form k x V . However this is a contradiction since one readily verifies that W has an isolated singularity, which is impossible for a set of the form k x V .
This argument, which is due to Popov in [23] , where nontriangulable .inactions on A" are constructed for every « > 3, has led Snow in [26] to the following question. Of course these questions are very important for a good understanding of locally nilpotent derivations, since problems concerning these derivations are often easy to solve in case the derivations are in triangular form.
Instead of asking for a derivation to be triangulable one can pose a weaker question Question 5 (Bass [3] ). Can the action of a unipotent group S on A" be rationally triangularized; i.e., can we write k(Xx, ... , Xn) = k(Yx, ... , Y") so that each subfield k(Yx, ... ,Y¡) is ^-invariant?
In [11, 12] Deveney and Finston gave a positive answer to this question for the additive group & = 2?a in the cases « = 3 and « = 4. It was also shown in [12] that for the «-dimensional case the field of invariants of a ^,-action becomes rational (i.e., purely transcendental) after the adjunction of one more variable. So this relates Question 5 to the Zariski problem (asking: if a pure transcendental extension F(UX, ... , Um) of F (where F is a finitely generated field extension of C) is isomorphic to a pure transcendental extension of C, is F itself isomorphic to a pure transcendental extension of C?). Since the Zariski problem was solved in the negative in [5] , the question of a rational triangulability remains open for « > 5.
4.
2. An algorithm to compute the invariant ring of a ^-action on affine space.
Let A be a finitely generated commutative fc-algebra without zero-divisors and D a nonzero locally nilpotent derivation on A . Then the invariant ring of the corresponding &a -action on Spec ,4 is the set of elements a £ A such that (p*(a) = a for all t £ &a, where tp* is the ringhomomorphism exptD. It is not difficult to verify that this invariant ring is equal to ker(Z>, A). Question 6. Is kerD a A;-algebra of finite type?
It was recently shown by Deveney and Finston that the answer is no in general. The gave a counterexample for A = k[Xx, ... , X7] thereby furnishing a new counterexample to Hilbert 14 (cf. [20] and [21] for more details on Hilbert 14). Also some positive results concerning Question 6 are known; for example every linear action of S?a on A" has a finitely generated invariant ring [27] , and if A is a normal affine variety of dimension < 3 then kerD is of finite type (this result is due to Zariski [28] ).
The question we consider in this section is the following: Can we compute ker(Z>, A) in case it is a finitely generated A>algebra? This question was solved completely by the author in [14] . To avoid some technicalities (which can be overcome by using results from the theory of Gröbner bases) we only explain the algorithm of [14] 
